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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Lasers are a good therapeutic tool for congenital and acquired vascular lesions.
Technological advances in lasers have reduced the adverse effects and increased the efficacy.
Machines: Among the various lasers used for treating vascular lesions, pulsed dye laser
(PDL) has the best efficacy and safety data. The other machines that are widely available
are Nd:YAG laser and intense pulse light (IPL). Rationale and scope of guideline: Much
variation exists in different machines and techniques, and therefore, establishing standard
guidelines has limitations. The guidelines recommended here indicate minimum standards
of care for lasers on vascular lesions based on current evidence. Physician Qualification:
Laser may be administered by a dermatologist, who has received adequate background
training in lasers during post-graduation or later at a center that provides education and
training in lasers, or in focused workshops, which provide such trainings. He/she should have
adequate knowledge of the lesions being treated, machines, parameters, cooling systems, and
aftercare. Facility: The procedure may be performed in the physician's minor procedure room
with adequate laser safety measures. Indications: PWS, hemangioma, facial telangiectasia,
rosacea, spider angioma, pyogenic granuloma, venous lakes, leg veins. Contraindications:
Absolute: Active local infection, photo-aggravated skin diseases, and medical conditions.
Relative: Unstable vitiligo, psoriasis, keloid and keloidal tendencies, patient on isotretinoin,
patient who is not cooperative or has unrealistic expectation. Patient Selection: Patient
selection should be done after detailed counseling with respect to the course of lesions,
different treatment options, possible results, cost, need for multiple treatments, and possible
postoperative complications. Treatment Sessions: The number of treatments per lesion
varies from 2 to 12 or more at 6-8 week intervals. All lesions may not clear completely even
after multiple sessions in many cases. Hence, a realistic expectation and proper counseling is
very important. Laser parameters: Laser parameters vary with area, type of lesion, skin color,
depth of the lesion, and machine used. A test spot may be performed to determine individual
specifications. Complications: Pain, edema, purpura, bleeding, scarring, postinflammatory
hyperpigmentation/hypopigmentation, and atrophy changes.
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INTRODUCTION
Lasers were first used to treat cutaneous pathologies
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in 1963 by Dr. Leon Goldman. Although Goldman
originally used a ruby laser for skin treatment, argon
and carbon dioxide continuous wave (CW) lasers soon
became the main treatment modalities for the first
generation of dermatologic lasers.[1] Early development
in laser was focused on treating congenital lesions.
Later, lasers were found to be effective in treating
acquired vascular lesions also. Significant advances
such as dynamic surface cooling and extended pulse
duration have resulted in enhanced clinical results
and minimized adverse effects.
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RATIONALE AND SCOPE OF THE GUIDELINES
Although laser and light sources are effective and safe
modalities, proper guidelines and safe practices should
be adopted by practitioners to achieve satisfactory
results and avoid side effects. These guidelines
focus on patient selection and treatment protocol in
order to provide safe and effective treatment. The
guidelines will discuss the different types of laser
or IPL used, indications, contraindications, case
selection, factors determining the outcome such as
the vessel’s characteristics, site, color, depth, the
Fitzpatrick skin type, age of the patient, size of the
lesion, laser spot size, etc. Much variation exists in
different machines and techniques, and therefore,
establishing standard guidelines has limitations. The
guidelines recommended here indicate minimum
standards of care for lasers on vascular lesions based
on current evidence. It is emphasized hereby that this
technology is new and rapidly evolving, and therefore,
these guidelines are based on the available evidence
so far and may need to be reviewed periodically as the
technology evolves. The most important aspect is that
available vascular lasers are more suitable for western
skin types and the parameters used in western skin
may not always suit the Indian skin types. However,
published data with respect to Indian skin are limited,
and therefore, the guidelines are to be treated as
exploratory advisories at best especially for PWS. It is
also further recommended that as more experience is
gained with the use of these lasers, the recommended
parameters may need to be revised.
PRINCIPLES OF LASERS FOR VASCULAR LESIONS
Laser physiology: Lasers and non-coherent intense
pulse light sources (IPL) are based on the principle of
selective photothermolysis. The target chromophore
in vascular lesions is the oxyhemoglobin present in
the red blood corpuscles (RBCs) which circulates in
the blood vessels. Oxyhemoglobin has three major
absorption peaks at 418, 542, and 577 nm.[1] Optimal
absorption is within 577−600 nm range [Figure 1].[1]
After absorption of laser by oxyhemoglobin, light
energy is converted to thermal energy. Thermal
energy diffuses radially within the blood vessel
leading to selective microvascular damage, through
photocoagulation and mechanical injury. The end
result is thrombosis of the blood vessels. If the pulse
duration is more than the thermal relaxation time
(TRT), non-selective thermal damage of perivascular
350

Figure 1: Absorption spectrum of various chromophores

connective tissues occurs leading to tissue destruction
and scarring.
Several factors such as size of vessels, depth of the
lesion, area of body treated, laser spot size, skin type,
etc. affect the absorption of laser as follows.
Diameter of vessels: Vessels with a diameter of
10−100 μm have TRT of 1−10 ms.[2] Blood vessels with
diameter >100 μm have a higher TRT, and therefore,
require longer pulse duration.[2]
Depth of vessel: The location of the blood vessels
should also be taken into account. The more
superficially located lesions (papillary dermis) will
respond to standard wavelengths (577, 585 nm) but the
deeper vessels will need lasers with longer wavelength
(up to 600 nm).[3] Longer wavelength allows deeper
penetration and longer pulse width allows treatment
of large caliber vessels.[3] When considering vessel
depth, it is important to consider the deepest part
of the vessel and not its closest distance from the
epidermis.[4]
Site of lesions: Vessels on the leg are located deeper and
contain more deoxyhemoglobin, hence they absorb the
laser light in the 800−1200 nm wavelength spectrum.[5]
Infrared wavelengths tend to be more effective in
treating deeper blue vessels while shorter wavelengths
are more effective for superficial red telangiectasias.[5]
Lesions on face and upper trunk respond better
than those in lower trunk and legs.[2] Areas prone to
scarring such as, anterior chest, neck or areas where
the skin is delicate such as periorbital region and neck
requires a reduction in fluence of 10−20%.[2] Vascular
malformation located on the first and third branches
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of trigeminal nerve respond to the laser treatment
better than those over the second branch.[5]
Age of patients: Young people respond better than
elderly since the blood vessels are smaller and more
superficially located.[2]
Skin type: Darker skin types require longer pulses,
longer pulse intervals and higher fluence, since
epidermal melanin absorbs the laser energy.[3]
Spot size: Laser beam with larger spot size will have
a deeper penetration and reduces the total treatment
time.[3] Spot sizes that are small result in greater
scatter of laser energy, and are therefore, not as
effective in thermo coagulating large or deep vessels.
Spot sizes that are large scatter little light and may
deliver greater energy to the desired target, resulting
in more photocoagulation and swelling.[3] One should
not underestimate the dramatic increase the energy
delivered to tissues upon increasing spot size. When
in doubt, smaller spot sizes are recommended, with
manipulation of the fluence to achieve the desired
energy at the target level.[4]
Fluence: Fluence is the energy of laser light delivered
per unit area. Selection of fluence is based mainly
on vessel color, but other determinants, including
vessel size, vessel depth, spot size setting, and vessel
pressure, are also of importance.[4] Purple and blue
vessels tend to absorb light energy more than pink
and red vessels, and therefore, require less fluence.[4]
Special care must be taken to ensure that excessive
fluence is not employed for large spot sizes to prevent
excessive tissue damage. Smaller vessels have less
light absorbency because of the small amount of
chromophore, and small spot sizes are associated with
greater light scatter, necessitating a compensatory
higher fluence (i.e., greater light intensity).[4] Vessels
under greater intravascular pressure, such as on
the nose or legs, require higher fluences to achieve
effective thermocoagulation than those with less
intravascular pressure.[4]
In view of these variabilities in laser parameters and
possibility of variations in individual responses,
it has been suggested that a test spot on a small,
representative area may be performed initially, before
treating the entire lesion.[5]
Role of Epidermal cooling: High energy is required
to thermocoagulate the vessels located deep in the
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skin, and hence epidermis should be protected by
cooling to minimize the damage to keratinocytes and
melanocytes. Cooling is, therefore, an integral part
of vascular lasers. Cooling can be done by different
methods such as cryogen spray, cold sapphire contact
hand pieces or by blowing pre-cooled air across the skin
surface. The dynamic cooling device (DCD) is either
an add on device or integrated within the laser. The
laser software allows the user to set the DCD spray and
delay settings and the cryogen sprays the skin before
the laser pulse to cool the skin. While cooling helps
minimize epidermal damage, it may, paradoxically,
reduce the efficacy of lasers, by its blanching effect on
the underlying blood vessels.
CLASSIFICATION OF VASCULAR LASERS
There are several types of lasers used in skin
laser surgery. Older laser technologies such as the
continuous wave (CW) lasers of CO2 and argon have
been largely replaced with quasi-CW mode lasers and
pulsed laser systems.
The wavelength peaks of the laser light, pulse durations
and how the target skin tissue absorbs this, determine
the clinical applications of the laser types [Table 1].
Several vascular lasers (such as argon, tunable dye,
copper vapor, krypton lasers), which were used in the
past are no longer used as they pose a higher risk of
complications such as dyschromia (hypopigmentation
or hyperpigmentation) and scarring.
FLASH-LAMP PUMPED PULSE DYE LASER
PDL is the most commonly used laser for vascular
lesions. PDL emits a pulsed beam of yellow light
at 585 nm, powered by a flash lamp.[6] The lasing
medium is a fluorescent organic dye dissolved in
a liquid solvent and housed in a transparent cell.[7]
The dye’s chemical structure, solvent, and additives
used dictate the operating lifetime, which is limited,
due to decomposition of dye, solvent, and additives
when exposed to heat and intense light.[7] Rhodamine
6G dye is efficient and has a long life time. The cell
containing the dye is surrounded by a flash lamp
capable of producing pulse duration of 450 μs.[7] The
pulse duration of 450 μs is at the lower end of the
range of TRT of skin vasculature,[8] which is 200−3000
μs for vessels with diameter of 10−40 μm.[7] At 585 nm
and 450 μs PDL penetrates to a depth of 0.2 mm below
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Table 1: Classification of vascular lasers
Laser type

Laser source

CW: emit a constant beam
of light with long exposure
durations

CO2

10,600 nm

Argon

488/514 nm

Quasi-CW: shutter the CW
beam into short segments,
producing interrupted
emissions of constant laser
energy

Potassium-titanylphosphate (KTP)

532 nm

Copper vapor/
bromide

510/578 nm

Argon-pumped
tunable dye (APTD)

577/585 nm

Krypton
Pulsed*: emit high-energy
laser light in ultrashort pulse
durations with relatively long
intervening time periods
between each pulse

Wavelength
peaks

Pulsed dye laser
(PDL)

QS ruby

568 nm
585/595 nm

694 nm

QS alexandrite

755 nm

QS neodymium
(Nd):yttriumaluminum-garnet
(YAG)

1064 nm

Erbium:YAG

2490 nm

CO2 (pulsed)

10,600 nm

*Pulsed laser systems may be either long-pulsed such as PDL with pulse
durations ranging from 450 to 40 ms, or very short-pulsed (5−100 ns) such as
the quality-switched (QS) lasers

the dermo-epidermal junction, which can be increased
to 0.5−1.2 mm by increasing the wavelength.[7] Use of
the first-generation PDLs with short pulse durations,
small spot size, high fluence, and short wavelengths
produced very high complication rates. A common
complication is post treatment purpura which appears
immediately and can last for 7−14 days, which may be
cosmetically unacceptable.[9] The other common side
effects are hyper pigmentation, hypopigmentation,
hypertrophic scarring, dermal and epidermal atrophy.
The more recent PDLs have large spot sizes (elliptical
2 × 7 mm) and longer wavelengths (590, 595, and 600
nm) for greater depth of penetration. They provide
longer pulse durations (1.5−40 ms) for better matching
to the feeding vessel’s size, and epidermal cooling to
reduce complications and allow safe use of higher
fluences. Treatment is performed with fluences
ranging from 3 to 10 J/cm2 and spot sizes of 2, 3, 5, 7,
or 10 mm and a 2 × 7 mm elliptical spot size. The high
peak energy of short pulse duration PDL is thought
to produce immediate purpura by a photoacoustic
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shattering of capillary walls with resultant leaking
of red blood cells into extravascular tissue.[9] Longer
pulse duration PDL achieves lower peak energy, and
the heat is applied to blood vessels more slowly. This
slower application of thermal energy in turn eliminates
or minimizes any photoacoustic effects to capillary
walls with less red blood cells leakage, and hence, no
purpura, while maintaining clinical efficacy.[9]
Studies have found that increasing pulse durations,
with a larger number of subpulses provide better
selectivity between large (>100 µm) and small
(<50 µm) vessels, resulting in a higher purpura
threshold.[10] Tanghetti et al.,[10] found that increasing
the number of subpulses in an extended pulse format
resulted in a monotonic increase in purpura threshold,
allowing purpura-free treatment at higher fluences and
this effect was more pronounced with longer pulse
durations, such as 20 and 40 ms and less pronounced
at shorter pulse durations, such as 2–10 ms. The new
generation PDL uses a novel pulse structure where
each macropulse is subdivided into 6–8 micropulses,
so that with single pass treatments, greater total
fluence can be delivered to tissues in a gentle fashion
with evenly spaced micropulses that mitigate the risk
of purpura.[11]
PDL can be safely used in children and infants.[12]
Multiple repeat treatments may be preferred to
minimize complications in children.[12] PDL was
initially developed for port wine stains, but it is
now used for several acquired vascular lesions such
as telangiectasia, pyogenic granuloma, venous lake,
cherry angioma, and poikiloderma of civatte. PDL
is difficult to maintain and service. The dye and the
lamp have to be checked at the end of 1 year and have
to be replaced if necessary. The machine has to be
switched on at least once a day in order to circulate
the dye within the machine for proper functioning.
NEODYMIUM:YTTRIUM–ALUMINUM–GARNET (ND:YAG)
LASER
Nd:YAG laser has a wavelength of 1064 nm. This
wavelength has a deeper penetration, a lower
absorption by hemoglobin and the possible better
absorption by deeper blue spider veins than the
traditionally used shorter wavelengths (KTP, pulsed
dye, IPL, diode).[5] The 1064-nm Nd:YAG laser is
able to create a coagulation effect at a depth of 5−6
mm[13] and can, therefore, treat moderately deep, large
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caliber vessels, and feeding reticular veins.[14] The ratio
of melanin to blood absorption is similar at 585 and
1064 nm, whereas the absolute values of absorption
and scattering coefficients are considerably lower at
1064 nm as compared with 585 nm.[15] The absorption
coefficient of blood at 1064 nm is 0.4/mm, which is
much higher than that of the surrounding dermis
(0.05/mm) at the same wavelength. This difference in
absorption coefficients provides treatment selectivity
of deep blood vessels.[16,17] Lower absolute values of
blood absorption at 1064 nm may be compensated by
increasing the fluence. The increase in the treatment
fluence does not necessarily cause damage to
epidermis, because the absolute absorption of melanin
is lower at 1064 nm as well.[15-17]
Nd:YAG system which is able to control depth of
penetration through appropriate spot selection
(3, 5, 7, and 10 mm), with variable pulse duration
(0.1 – 300 ms) to adjust to different vessel diameters,
high fluences (up to 300 J/cm2) and optimal cooling
systems to avoid pain or burning, should theoretically
be able to treat any vascular lesion both superficial
and deep or thick. However, some Nd:YAG devices
have a limitation of parameter combinations and pulse
durations, non-optimal cooling systems, and uneven
fluence distribution − this restricts their utility in the
treatment of superficial or facial vascular lesions, as
pain or risk of burning are common events.
Nd:YAG lasers are used to treat rosacea, facial
telangiectasia, poikiloderma of Civatte, hemangiomas
of infancy, tuberous hemangiomas, flat, and tuberous
port wine stains (PWS) and leg veins. The 3 and 5 mm
spot sizes are suitable for superficial lesions such as
telangiectasias, rosacea, poikiloderma of Civatte, flat
hemangiomas. The larger 5 or 7 mm spot sizes are
needed for thicker or deeper ones such as tuberous
hemangiomas or PWS, leg veins.[4] Pulse durations
should be selected according to the estimated vessel
size of each lesion; 0.3−5 ms for thin, 10−25 ms for
medium and 25−55 ms for thick vessels. Variable
fluences (from 14 to 195 J/cm2) are used. All the
parameters should be individually adjusted according
to personal experience and immediate reaction
(clearing or color change on vessels, threshold effect
on hemangiomas or PWS) on each treatment [Table 2].
INTENSE PULSED LIGHT
The intense pulsed light (IPL) produces a non-coherent
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Table 2: Algorithm for the Nd:YAG laser treatment of deep
vascular lesions[4]
Pulse duration
Increase with

Decrease with

Large-diameter vessels

Small-diameter vessels

Higher vascular volume

Lower vascular volume
Spot Size

Increase with

Decrease with

Deep vessels

Superficial vessels

Large-diameter vessels

Small-diameter vessels
Fluence

Increase with

Decrease with

Pink or red vessels

Purple or blue vessels

Small-diameter vessels

Large-diameter vessels

Deep vessels

Superficial vessels

Small spot sizes

Large spot sizes

High-pressure vessels

Flaccid vessels

light beam with a spectrum of wavelengths from 500
to 1200 nm. Cut-off filters at 515, 550, 570, 590 nm
are used for vascular lesions. These devices generate
a variety of fluences in single or multiple pulse
modes in which the pulse duration and pulse delay
can be varied. It is not a laser but works on similar
principles. Computer software provides flexibility in
using these devices, not normally available in laser.
These devices have a bigger spot size; hence larger
areas can be treated efficiently with less discomfort.[2]
The different filter settings of the IPL enable a
higher selection of a broad range of vessel colors of
the vascular system. The longer wavelength emitted
by this system can penetrate deeply into the tissues,
theoretically improving the clinical efficacy. By
splitting the energy into two or three pulses with
different pulse delays, the skin can be cooled between
pulses. This results in fewer and negligible side
effects.[2]
Because of the rapid divergence of the IPL beam, the
hand piece must be in contact (or almost in contact)
with the skin for effective treatment.[18] Therefore, the
physician cannot observe the vessel response until the
hand piece is raised off the skin. Also, the larger spot
sizes, although ideal for covering large areas, also pose
the risk of “large” side effects.[18] Additionally, one can
be compromised in maneuvering IPLs in tight concave
areas (i.e., nasal crease). Depending on the IPL design,
treatment over firmer surfaces (i.e., dorsum of the
nose) can result in vessel compression and ineffective
treatment of telangiectasias.[18]
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A number of studies have reported the successful
use of the IPL for the treatment of PWS,[19,20] leg
telangiectasias,[21,22] essential telangiectasias,[23] venous
malformations,[24,25] and poikiloderma of Civatte.[26,27]
Fluence adjustment varies in different systems
and should be based on the manufacturers advice.
Treatment efficacy varies between the IPL systems
and all are not equally effective. Ideal parameters
for reproducible results have not been established
[Table 3].

this device may randomly result in frequent direct hits
to the dermal vasculature.[1] Laubach and colleagues[30]
reported the histopathologic evidence of damage to
dermal vasculature in patients undergoing fractional
photothermolysis to support the latter hypothesis. It
is likely that both hypotheses work synergistically
to produce reduction in telangiectasias. Fractional
photothermolysis has been reported to be effective in
poikiloderma of Civatte,[28] residual hemangiomas,[31]
and telangiectatic matting.[32]

FRACTIONAL PHOTOTHERMOLYSIS

CARBON DIOXIDE LASER (CO2)

The 1550 nm wavelength emitted from the fractional
photothermolysis laser largely targets tissue water
and not melanin.[28] Therefore, non-specific thermal
injury to the epidermis, which may induce scarring
and hypopigmentation, is unlikely.[28] This may
especially be beneficial for the treatment of Fitzpatrick
skin type IV–VI.[28] Additionally, the ‘‘fractional’’
laser avoids bulk heating of the skin dermis, which
is seen in conventional pulsed mid-infrared lasers.[1]
By adjusting the optical focal depth and/or the energy
of the laser, high local radiant exposure can be
achieved.[29] Different tissue compartments (e.g., blood
vessels, dermal melanin, and sebaceous glands) at
various depths of the skin can be arbitrarily selected as
the targets for photothermolysis. With an appropriate
microthermal zone (MTZ) density, an effective
macroscopic treatment can be achieved.

The CO2 laser emits radiation with a wavelength
of 10,600 nm, which is absorbed by the water in
biological structures. The laser energy destroys the
integrity of the cellular structure by quickly heating
and vaporizing the intracellular liquid. Target
structures such as pigmentation or vascularization are
of no importance for the CO2 laser,[33,34] which is unlike
other kinds of lasers such as the Q-switched ruby laser
or the pulsed dye laser. Carbon dioxide (CO2) laser can
be utilized in two distinct modes: a continuous wave
or an ultrapulsed system. Continuous wave system
produces a continuous beam of light of uniform
energy, which produces rapid tissue vaporization.
The continuous beam of light does not vary in power
with time. There is a certain risk of scars due to the
unspecific coagulation in the continuous mode. By
holding the laser hand piece at a distance from the skin
greater than the focal length of lens, the laser beam is
defocused and produces a large spot size of 1−2 mm or
more.[35] Vaporization, occurs so quickly that there is
minimal transfer of thermal energy to adjacent tissues.
In ultrapulsed CO2 laser systems, high irradiance
pulses with short duration are emitted with the goal of
focusing the thermal damage to minimize the damage
to surrounding tissue.[36] CO2 lasers have been used to
treat nodules and hypertrophy in PWS and pyogenic
granuloma.

There are two hypotheses as to the targeting of dermal
vascular structures. Fractional photothermolysis emits
a wavelength that largely targets water. As water is a
large component of blood vessels, irradiance at 1550
nm may lead to fractional photothermal microvascular
destruction with clinical benefits.[28] Second, the
microthermal zones of injury in the dermis produced by

Table 3: Treatment parameters for IPL
Indication

Cut-off filter
(nm)

Pulse
mode

Pulse
duration
(ms)

Pulse
delay
(ms)

Port wine stain

515, 550, 570

1, 2, 3

2−6

10−30

Hemangioma

515, 550, 590

3

2−6

20−30

Facial
telangiectasia

515, 550, 570

2, 3

2−4

25−30

Rosacea

515, 550, 570

1, 2, 3

2−6

15

Leg veins

515, 550, 570,
590

1, 2, 3

2−14

10−100

Poikiloderma of
civatte

515, 550, 570

1, 2

2−5

10
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PHYSICIAN QUALIFICATION
Any qualified dermatologist (DVD/ DNB/ MD) may
practice vascular lasers. He should possess postgraduate qualification in dermatology and should
have had specific hands on training in lasers either
during post graduation or later at a facility, which
routinely performs laser procedures under a competent
dermatologist/plastic surgeon who has experience
and training in using lasers. Adequate knowledge
of different vascular lesions, their pathologies are
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necessary. He/she should have adequate knowledge
about the laser physics, laser – tissue interaction and
laser safety. Since parameters may vary in different
machines, specific training with respective machine
at either manufacturer’s facility or at another centre
using the machine is recommended.
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pathology to be ruled out.
5. MRI scan of the head and neck may need to be done
in relevant cases
6. In vascular lesions on limbs, arterial and venous
Doppler to rule out arterial versus venous ectasia
and consultation with vascular surgeon as
necessary may be done.

FACILITY
Laser treatment for vascular lesions can be performed
in the dermatologist’s minor procedure room.

For PWS, it should be emphasized that the results in
our skin types are not uniform and inconsistent. This
is because lasers are rarely made for our skin types.

ANESTHESIA

INFORMED CONSENT

Most adults will be able to tolerate the discomfort.
Children may require sedation or anesthesia. General
anesthesia can be considered in children who have
extensive lesions or are uncooperative with topical
or local anesthesia, particularly those who are under
10 years of age. Young children undergoing multiple
painful treatments with inadequate anesthesia under
restraint may develop phobic responses and this may
result in poor compliance. Furthermore, a struggling
child may compromise the clinicians’ ability to perform
the procedure optimally. The type of anesthesia used
will depend on the physician and the facility. Topical
anesthesia (EMLA) or local anesthesia (1% lignocaine)
may be used to reduce the discomfort. However, EMLA
is not recommended for children below 6 months
of age since excessive absorption on highly vascular
surfaces may cause methhemoglobinemia leading to
cerebral hypoxemia.

Detailed consent form needs to be completed
by the patient (format provided). Consent form
should include information on the machine used;
results and postoperative course expected and
possible postoperative complications. Preoperative
photography should be carried out in all cases.

PREOPERATIVE COUNSELING AND CASE SELECTION
Detailed counseling with respect to the course of
lesions, different treatment options, possible results,
cost, need for multiple treatments, and possible
postoperative complications, should be discussed
with the patient. Patient should be provided brochures
to study and also adequate opportunity to seek
information. In particular, the following aspects need
to be discussed specifically:
1. The natural course of the lesions, particularly in
congenital lesions and possible medical treatments
should be informed.
2. Possibility of natural involution should also be
discussed.
3. Evaluation of eye for possible glaucoma in PWS
on face in the distribution of V1 (first branch of
trigeminal nerve) dermatome lesions is essential.
4. While treating lesions on the spine, intra spinal

INDICATIONS FOR VASCULAR LASERS [TABLE 4]
Contraindications for vascular lesions
Absolute:
• Active local infection,
• Photo-aggravated skin diseases
conditions.

and

medical

Relative:
• Unstable vitiligo,
• Psoriasis.
• Keloid and keloidal tendencies,
• Patient on isotretinoin,
Table 4: Indications for vascular lasers[5]
Congenital vascular lesions
Port wine stain
Hemangioma
Acquired vascular lesions
Facial telangiectasia
Rosacea associated telangiectasia and erythema
Spider angioma
Poikiloderma of civette
Pyogenic granuloma
Venous lakes
Cherry angioma
Leg telangiectasia
Angiofibroma
Blue rubber bleb nevus syndrome
Cutaneous lesions of kaposis sarcoma
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• Patient who is not cooperative or has unrealistic
expectation.
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PORT WINE STAIN
PDL is the treatment of choice for treatment of PWS,
for all age groups and anatomic locations, and has
the best documented safety record.[1,2] However,
clearance rates vary widely (less than 20% can be
completely lightened, although 70% will lighten by
50% or more, whereas 20%−30% respond poorly).[3,4]
New-generation PDL machines (described earlier)
are more effective than previous PDL machines, but
vessels smaller than 30−50 μm appear resistant to all
kinds of PDL treatment.[5] Epidemiological studies
demonstrated that treating patients with PWS earlier
in their natural history results in both greater efficacy
and decreased likelihood of recurrence.[6,7] Smaller
lesions (<20 cm2) clear better than larger ones,
irrespective of age.[8] Head and neck lesions respond
better than the lesions on trunk and limbs. Lesions
on distal extremities are difficult to treat than the
lesions on proximal extremities. Centrofacial lesions
and those lesions located in the distribution of second
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branch of trigeminal nerve (V2) are less responsive
than those lesions in other part of the face.[8] Pink
lesions are difficult to lighten than mature red lesions.
Deep purple and nodular lesions do not respond well
to PDL, longer wavelength (755, 800−900, 1064 nm)
are more suitable.[8] The commonest side effect is
hyper pigmentation followed by hypopigmentation,
hypertrophic scarring, dermal and epidermal atrophy.
The PWS has a non-uniform response to laser
treatment,[9] most likely because lesions are often
made of different blood vessels with different depths
of involvement.[10] Different blood flow rates through
vessels may also affect the efficacy of laser treatment.
Darker-skinned patients can have epidermal sloughing
after treatment, necessitating wound care and
causing pigmentary changes.[10,11] It is also important
for darker-skinned patients to wait as long as 3−6
months between sessions to allow postinflammatory
hyperpigmentation, if it has occurred, to resolve.[11]
The important end point of the treatment is
purpura.[12]
The treatment parameters are a wavelength of 595 nm,
pulse duration range 0.45−40 ms; usually 0.45−1.5
ms, spot size: 5−10 mm, DCD spray 20−30 ms, delay
20−30 ms, and fluence ranging from 4.5 to 8.0 J/cm2.
The number of treatments per lesion varies from 2 to
12 or more at 6−8 week intervals. Clinical end points
for PDL treatment include complete lightening (<25%
of cases) or, most commonly, failure to lighten any
further with subsequent treatment.[13]
There are various explanations as to why PDL cannot
destroy all the ectatic capillaries within PWS. These
include the following.[13]
1. Inadequate depth of penetration of laser light;
deeper dermal capillaries may be inaccessible to
PDL light, which only penetrates up to 1 mm into
the skin.
2. Inadequate
conduction
of
laser-induced
heating from the centrally situated hemoglobin
chromophore to the outer vessel wall in larger
diameter capillaries; hence, the vessel wall is
not irreversibly damaged, allowing repair and
regeneration.
3. Inadequate blood volume, hence, hemoglobin
chromophore in small diameter capillaries less
than 50 μm in diameter.
4. Inadequate fluence entering the capillary limits
vessel wall damage.
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OPTIONS FOR TREATMENT RESISTANT PWS[13]
1. Further treatment with the PDL using longer pulse
durations ranging from 2 to 40 ms that, in theory,
may treat larger diameter capillaries resistant to
treatment at shorter pulse durations
2. Using pulse stacking (two to three consecutive
pulses applied immediately after the preceding
pulse to the same spot[14]) may produce further
lightening of PWS. The theory is that cumulative
gentle heating may produce overall greater capillary
heating and, hence, more efficient capillary wall
damage than that achievable by a single highenergy short duration purpura-inducing pulse of
laser light.
3. For PDL-resistant PWS with a purple or blue tinge,
with or without thicker overlying skin and/or
nodularity (because of persisting deeper and wider
diameter capillaries), treatment with a more deeply
penetrating, longer variable pulse width lasers
such as the millisecond pulsed 1064-nm Nd:YAG
has been shown to be beneficial.[15,16]
4. Nd:YAG lasers with variable spot sizes (3, 5,
7 and 10 mm), highly variable pulse duration
(0.1−300 ms) and high fluences (up to 300 J/cm2)
has also been used to treat PWS. There is only
minimal oxyhemoglobin absorption at 1064 nm
wavelength, therefore, significant non-specific
tissue destruction may be produced. Scarring,
textural and pigmentary changes are common.
Nd:YAG laser emitting pulses in the 3−15-ms
region and used at the threshold fluence for subtle,
immediate purpura (i.e., at 1 minimal purpuric
dose (MPD)), is safe and as effective as PDL for
treating PWS lesions.[16] Histologically, Nd:YAG
laser targets PWS vessels much deeper than PDL.[16]
Caution is needed when using Nd:YAG laser to treat
PWSs, because skin response changes rapidly at
fluences greater than MPD, and MPD varies widely
among different PWS lesions.[16] Using fluences
higher than the minimal purpuric threshold can
produce methemoglobin, which has a much higher
absorption than hemoglobin or oxyhemoglobin and
can lead to increased scattering.[16] Nd:YAG lasers
use should be limited to nodular, hypertrophic
lesions, and PDL-resistant PWS.
5. IPL is a useful alternative (to PDL), adjunctive
or primary treatment (in deeper component) of
PWS.[17,18] IPL is useful in deep purple and nodular
lesions.[8] These lesions have a deeper component
that cannot be reached by the PDL, but can be
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reached by IPL or Nd:YAG. All IPL systems are
not equally effective. Özdemir et al.,[19] reported
moderate improvement (50%–75%) of PWS in
47% of the patients, who were treated with IPL.
The optimal parameters are 515, 550, and 570 nm
cut-off filter, single or multiple (2, 3) pulses, pulse
width (2–10 ms) and a pulse delay of 10–20 ms. IPL
treatment with a wider spectrum of wavelengths,
with high fluences, and greater cumulative
capillary heating with the multipulse mode may
result in further destruction of residual variable
diameter and deeper ectatic dermal capillaries with
resultant further PWS lightening. There is clinical
evidence to support this with one study showing
that 50% of PDL-resistant PWS could be lightened
by up to 50% with subsequent IPL treatment.[20] As
clinical prediction of lightening is impossible, test
treatments are advisable before embarking on this
treatment course as IPL at high energy does have a
significantly less favorable side-effect profile than
PDL. Comparison of PDL with IPL in a randomized
control study concluded that PDL has a better
efficacy and higher patient preference.[21]
6. Continuous wave CO2 laser had been used with
good results for the treatment of nodules and
hypertrophy in PWS. Lanigen et al,[22] published a
case series of 29 patients with refractory PWS treated
with CO2 laser. Good results were seen in 74%
of the patients, but scarring and depigmentation
were seen in several cases.[22] Del Pozo and Fonseca
published a case series of 20 patients with PWS
nodules in adults treated with CO2 laser.[23] Lesions
improved by 75% with resolution of nodules and
hypertrophy and the texture improvement was
also noted.[23] CO2 laser improved the contour
abnormalities associated with the hypertrophic
and nodular lesions, the deep violaceus color
of the lesions were lightened to a light red
color.[24] CO2 laser resurfacing for PWS should
primarily be targeted at adults with refractory
lesions particularly to nodules and hypertrophy.[24]
Early PWS in children should be treated with nonablative lasers such as PDL.
7. The use of dual 595/1064-nm wavelength laser
has been reported to improve PWS that were
previously recalcitrant to ongoing PDL therapy.[1]
Side effects were limited to transient erythema,
edema, and mild purpura.[25] A study by Tanghetti
et al.,[26] also reported successful use of sequential
PDL/Nd:YAG laser treatment for PWSs, showing
significant improvement to resistant lesions, while
358

Table 5: Choice of lasers in PWS[8]
Type of PWS
Earliest, smallest vessels, 50−80 μm. Light
and dark pink macules

Laser of choice
PDL, KTP, IPL

Clearly indistinguishable, more advanced,
80−120 μm with individual vessels clearly
visible to the bare eye

PDL (long pulse),
KTP, IPL

Reddish patches with vessels even more
ectatic, 120−150 μm.

PDL (long pulse),
KTP, IPL

Thick, purple, palpable, possibly nodular
advanced dilated vessels >150 μm

IPL, Nd:YAG (avoid
the orbital area)

using fluences lower than those used for either
laser alone.
It is important to note that some PWS can recur years
after treatment, despite a promising response to initial
laser treatments.[27] However, most recurrences are far
less visible than the original lesion and tend to develop
gradually during several years. Physicians may do well
to inform patients that, in some cases, laser treatment
of PWSs can help manage the lesions but cannot stop
their overall progression.[28] Table 5 gives details of
types of lesion and choice of different lasers.
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HEMANGIOMA
Laser treatment of hemangioma remains controversial
Criteria for consideration in the use of laser therapy
for hemangiomas are as follows:
1. Potential for functional impairment.
2. Risk of ulceration, rapid enlargement, recurrent
trauma, moist area
3. Cosmetic disfigurement.
4. Residual telangiectasia after complete involution.
PDL has the best documented safety record.[1] No age
restrictions are placed when considering the PDL
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treatment, and even premature infants have safely
undergone the therapy.[2] However, the possibility
of spontaneous resolution, with or without steroid
administration should be taken in to account while
planning laser treatment. Beneficial effects are limited
to the superficial portions of hemangioma, as PDL is
limited by its depth of vascular injury (1−2 mm).[3-6]
Treatment with PDL will not reduce the growth of deeper
component of hemangioma. It is difficult to predict the
presence of deeper component in a hemangioma, as
deeper component may still grow despite successfully
treating the superficial component. Evidence for
effectiveness of PDL on deeper component of
hemangioma is not well established. Lesions thicker
than 3 mm may not respond well to PDL.[7] PDL are
currently used for thin, superficial lesions, ulcerated
hemangioma, residual erythema, and telangiectasias.[8,9]
optimal parameters for PDL are 585−595 nm, fluence
of 5−7.5 J/cm2, pulse duration: 300−450 µs, spot size
5−7 mm and concomitant cooling device.[10]
For the ulcerated lesions, PDL is effective in treating
pain, decreasing infection and reduces the bleeding
by assisting the epithelialization of the ulcer.[11] Study
by Batta et al.,[12] showed no significant benefit in
early PDL treatment of uncomplicated hemangioma,
although treated lesions had a higher risk of atrophy
and hypopigmentation. The complications of PDL
are atrophic scarring, ulceration, hemorrhage, pain
and residual scarring.[13] Long pulsed PDL has been
reported to be safer and more effective than PDL for
childhood hemangioma.[14]
For the deep components of hemangiomas, use of
longer-wavelength, deeper-penetrating lasers, such
as the Nd:YAG laser, have been tried with variable
results, this laser carries the risk of scarring, blistering,
crusting, pigmentation and textural abnormalities.[7,15,16]
These complications are due to deep thermal injury
from intensely penetrating near infrared light.
Nd:YAG laser has a narrow band of safety and
efficacy.[10] Ulcerated lesions are painful and require
local anesthesia (1% lignocaine). Superficial ectatic
blood vessels of incompletely regressed hemangioma
can be treated with PDL. Lesions involving larger areas
need topical, local or general anesthesia.
Fractional laser photothermolysis has been reported
to be effective in patients presenting with residual
hemangiomas or skin redundancy.[17] Angermeier
reported 75%−100% clearance rate in patients with
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Centro facial hemangioma treated with IPL.[18] Greater
pain levels and a high number of complications limits
the use of IPL in hemangioma.[19]
Currently, there are no optimal laser systems for
hemangioma treatment.[9] Various options should be
considered carefully, remembering that laser treatment,
especially of deep or complicated hemangiomas, may
not lead to improvement and that many dermatologists
prefer watchful waiting to aggressive treatment.[10]
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FACIAL TELANGIECTASIA
The telangiectatic appearance is often considered
cosmetically disfiguring, especially in people with
fair skin type where the vessels may become rather
distinct. Several lasers and light sources have been
effectively used to treat the facial telangiectasia (KTP,
PDL, LPDL, Nd:YAG, and IPL). PDL and IPL have been
widely used for facial telangiectasia.
PDL has been used extensively and has a superior
clearance rate compared to other lasers.[1-3] However,
post-treatment purpura after PDL is cosmetically
unacceptable. Purpura-free long pulsed PDL has
shown good efficacy.[1-3] With PDL, purpura-free and
purpura-level treatments may be close to be equivalent
for treating fine telangiectasia, but purpura-level
treatments have a distinct advantage for treating
thicker telangiectasia.[3] However, some authors have
noted inferior results in purpura-free treatments
compared with those treatments that cause purpura.[3]
Significantly, the variable-pulse pulsed-dye laser
offers patients the option of effective treatment of
some telangiectasia without bruising.[3] The optimal
parameters for LPDL are 7−10 mm spot size, 6−20 ms
pulse width, 7−12 J/cm2, DCD – 30/10, and two to three
passes.[1]
IPL is an alternative or a supplement to the existing
laser devices in treatment of facial telangiectasia. As
first described by Schroeter and Neumann[4] then
confirmed by Angermeier[5] and Bjerring et al,[6] the
IPL is useful for the treatment of facial teleangectasias.
Clementoni et al,[7] reported that 87% of patients
presented a clearance of 75−100% with 1−2 IPL
sessions. The optimal parameters for large veins are
triple pulse mode using the 590 nm cut-off filter with
pulse times of 2.4, 3.0, and 3.5 ms, delay of 30 and 25
ms and double pulse mode using the 570 nm cut-off
filter with pulse times of 4.0 ms, delay of 30 ms for red
fine telangiectasia, and spider lesions.[7] Perilesional
erythema, blanching, or vessel clearance are the
optimal treatment endpoints.
Intraindividual, randomized, controlled trial with
split-face treatments and single-blind outcome
evaluation comparing LPDL and IPL for the treatment
of facial telangiectasia concluded that IPL and LPDL
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reduce facial telangiectasias by more than 75%
in just three treatment sessions.[1] However, LPDL
treatments resulted in superior vessel clearance than
IPL treatments and the majority of patients reported
that they preferred the LPDL treatments due to
superior efficacy and less treatment-related pain.[1]
A randomized split-face trial with blinded response
evaluation comparing long-pulsed dye laser versus
intense pulsed light for photodamaged skin: reported
that LPDL was superior to IPL for telangiectatic
lesions.[2] Both the above studies compared LPDL
with IPL devices without cooling systems. It might
be possible that using an IPL-system with a cooling
device, the results might have resulted in a better
efficacy.
Nd:YAG laser should be considered as another
modality in the armamentarium of devices used to treat
telangiectasias of the face. Eremia and Li[8] reported a
prospective study of a variable pulse 1064 nm Nd:YAG
laser, 6 mm spot size on facial telangiectasias and
reported a clearance of 75% of telangiectasias at 1
month in 97% of the sites that were treated. Sarradet
and colleagues demonstrated moderate to significant
improvement in 80% of patients 3 months following
long pulse width 1064 nm Nd:YAG treatment of
telangiectasias of the face.[9] A study by Major and
colleagues reported swelling and crusting that lasted
for a few days in every 1 of 25 patients treated with
the 1064 nm Nd:YAG laser for facial telangiectasias.[10]
A small spot size (1.5 mm) Nd:YAG laser using a pulse
width of 20 ms or higher reported clearing in 50−75%
of facial ectasias with a single pass with minimal side
effects.[11]
Every light source used for facial telangiectasia has
its own limitations, PDL has been used extensively
and has a superior clearance rate compared with
other lasers. However, post-treatment purpura after
PDL is cosmetically unacceptable. Purpura-free long
pulsed PDL has shown good efficacy. However some
authors have noted inferior results in purpura-free
treatments compared with those treatments that cause
purpura.[3] IPL has the side effect of significant
erythema and edema. The Nd:YAG laser allows for
treatment of a broad range of vessel diameters in most
skin types. However, relatively poor absorption by
hemoglobin and pigment (versus highly absorbing
green yellow light) limits its usefulness. Caution
should be exercised, while using the machines in
darker skin patients because of the risk of post-
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treatment pigmentation and, hence, proper patient
counseling is essential.
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ROSACEA ASSOCIATED TELANGIECTASIA AND
ERYTHEMA
Long pulse duration, 595 nm, PDL is safe and
effective for treating rosacea with minimal side
effects and no long-term complications.[1] Clark
et al,[2] reported a significant reduction in both
erythema and telangiectasia of rosacea in all of their
patients after treatment with PDL. Nevertheless, there
was accompanying immediate post-treatment purpura.
They also reported pigmentation and atrophic scarring
in a number of their patients. These resolved after few
months.[2] Similar side effects were reported in other
studies that used PDL for treatment of telangiectatic
lesions.[3-6] All of these studies used PDL in short pulse
duration. Although reversible in the majority of cases,
this may have more profound cosmetic consequences
than facial telangiectasia. Lowe et al,[7] used flashlamp PDL with good improvement of telangiectasia
and erythema in almost all of their patients.
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People with rosacea often have both linear vessels and
diffuse redness; the use of two separate settings 40 ms
for linear telangiectasia and 3 ms pulse duration for
diffuse erythema enabled optimal treatment of linear
vessels and diffuse erythema.[1] Purpura-free removal of
cutaneous vessels has been documented using pulsedurations of 6 and 10 ms[8,9] Longer pulse-durations
result in less purpura at fluences necessary to remove
most vessels as compared with much shorter pulse
durations. The long-pulsed 595-nm PDL using single
session subpurpuric clinical threshold was effective
in 75% cases for the treatment of rosacea associated
telangiectasia.[10] The drawback to purpura-free PDL
is the lack of obvious visible end points and the
possibility that excessive overlapping might increase
the incidence of scarring.[3]
Treatment of rosacea with the PDL has been shown
to improve not only the telangiectasias and erythema,
but also the symptoms associated with rosacea.[7,9,11-13]
The improvement of other signs of photodamage, such
as enlarged pores or textural irregularity probably
resulted from the subsequent inflammatory response
to laser treatment.
The 595-nm PDL parameters are 10-mm spot size, 6-ms
pulse duration, and 7 J/cm2 with cryogen cooling (30ms spray administered 20 ms before the laser firing).
The fluence can be adjusted up or down at 0.5 J/cm2
intervals to achieve a transient purpura lasting for less
than 3 s that subsequently resolves.
IPL is a safe and effective treatment of
erythematotelangiectatic (ET) rosacea. It significantly
reduces erythema and telangiectasia with minimal
unwanted effects.[14] In a pilot study by Mark et al.,[15]
a 30% decrease in blood flow, a 29% decrease in area
of telangiectasia, and a 21% decrease in erythema
intensity were found after five IPL sessions. Taub[16]
treated patients with rosacea with one to seven IPL
sessions. Eighty-three percent of patients had reduced
redness, 75% noted reduced flushing and improved
skin texture, and 64% noted fewer acneiform
breakouts. Schroeter et al.,[17] have demonstrated that
IPL can be effectively used for long-term clearance of
telangiectasia associated with rosacea. Seventy-eight
percent of those lesions responded to treatment and
less than 1% recurrence was observed over a 3-year
follow-up period. IPL parameters are spectrum ranging
from 515 to 1200 nm with different pulse durations
between 2 and 6 ms, single or multiple pulse mode
with 15-ms pulse delay.
362

A randomized, controlled, single-blind, split-face trial
comparing a series of non-purpuragenic PDL treatment
with IPL treatment and untreated control in ET rosacea
resulted in the improvement in cutaneous erythema,
telangiectasias, and patient-reported symptoms. IPL
and PDL performed with similar efficacy and safety,
and both modalities seem to be reasonable choices for
the treatment of ET rosacea.[18]
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POIKILODERMA OF CIVATTE
Treatment of poikiloderma of Civatte by selective
photothermolysis requires wavelengths that are
absorbed concurrently by two different chromophores,
namely hemoglobin and melanin.[1] The ectatic
vessels are around 0.1 mm in diameter and reside
in the papillary dermis.[1] They contain mostly
oxyhemoglobin that absorbs light at 418, 542, and
577 nm.[1] Melanin, concentrated in the overlying
basal epidermis, absorbs light continuously over
a broad spectrum. Absorption is highest at lower
wavelengths and decreases steadily over the optical
range of 250–1200 nm.[2] Several treatment modalities,
including argon lasers, potassium titanyl phosphate
(KTP) lasers, pulsed dye lasers, and intense pulsed
light devices, have been used to treat this condition.[3]
Complete clearing is difficult to achieve.[3] Depending
on the modality used, adverse effects such as scarring
with irregular hypopigmentation, post-inflammatory
hyperpigmentation, post-treatment purpura, mottled
appearance, crusting and erythema have been
reported.[4-11] Multiple sessions with these treatments are
usually necessary to obtain optimal clearing.[6,8] While
vascular ectasias should respond to laser treatment,
epidermal atrophy and hypermelanosis associated
with poikiloderma of civatte may not respond.[1] Great
care is needed when using PDL. Pigmentary changes
are late, but significant complications.[12,13]
The newer generation pulsed dye lasers with a
wavelength of 595 nm and a pulse duration of
1.5 ms in conjunction with cryogen spray cooling
produce optimal clearing of poikiloderma-associated
telangiectasias and pigmentation with minimal
reticulation and purpura production. Optimal
outcomes are achieved using a 10 mm spot size with
lower fluences.[1] More research is needed to define an
optimal pulse duration. Fractional photothermolysis
has been reported to be effective in removing the
telangiectatic component.[14] Uncomplicated treatment
of non-facial skin areas with a paucity of pilosebaceous
glands, such as the neck, is an exciting consideration,
particularly given the historical avoidance of these
anatomic locations given the risks of scarring and
dyschromia with other ablative techniques.[14] Further
larger, long-term studies are needed to better elucidate
the efficacy and safety of fractional photothermolysis
treatment for poikiloderma of Civatte and to optimize
treatment parameters.
With the problems encountered using lasers, and the
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fact that few treat vascular and pigment abnormalities
simultaneously, the intense pulsed light source
has been utilized with good results. With IPL, the
target is vascular, epidermal, and dermal melanin
due to the broad band of wavelengths. The nearinfrared component of IPL appears to improve skin
texture, with a reversal of the cutaneous atrophy
typically associated with poikiloderma of Civatte.[1] A
retrospective study reported a significant reduction of
75%–100% of poikiloderma changes observed in 111
of 135 patients (82%) after typically three treatments
using 515 nm filter, single pulse 3 ms/double pulse of
2.4 and 4 ms (10 ms delay between the pulses), and
fluences from 25 to 42 J/cm2.[1] Adverse effects were
minimal and transient, including erythema, rare shortterm purpura, and rare crusting.[1]
Special care must be taken when using lasers or
light sources to treat poikiloderma of the neck. The
skin of the neck is thin and there is greater risk of
atrophy and hypopigmentation with laser treatment.
Optimal results can be achieved in the treatment of
poikiloderma of Civatte with both the intense pulsed
light source and pulsed dye lasers. Adverse effects are
minimized with the use of larger diameter spot sizes,
lower fluences, non-overlapping pulses, and repetitive
treatments. Patients may expect improvement
in poikiloderma-associated telangiectasias and
pigmentation, as well as the additional benefit of a yet
uncharacterized improvement in skin texture.
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The other lasers systems that have been tried are,
Nd:YAG and IPL, these lasers require multiple
treatment sessions.[5] There are reports about the
induction of pyogenic granuloma due to the use of
the PDL, Nd:YAG laser, and argon laser.[6-8] Any laser
therapy should only be done if it is certain that the
lesion is benign. If there is any doubt, conventional
surgical methods or laser treatment should be used
only with histological confirmation.

PYOGENIC GRANULOMA

REFERENCES

Various laser devices have been successfully used to
treat pyogenic granulomas, including the 585- and
595-nm PDLs, the 1064-nm Nd:YAG, and the CO2 laser.
PDL is a safe, effective, and reasonable alternative to
conventional therapy. It is safe for the treatment of
small pyogenic granulomas in children and should be
considered as a treatment option.[1,2] Tay and colleagues
reported 91% clearance with 75% of them requiring
two or more treatments. Lesions that were raised more
than 5 mm from the surface did not respond to the
PDL.[1] Owing to its limited penetration depth, PDL
can only be used to treat small pyogenic granulomas.
Gonzalez and colleagues reported that 16 out of 18
patients had symptomatic and clinical clearing of
the lesions with excellent cosmetic results and no
postoperative complications, persistent pigmentary
changes or scarring were observed. The procedure
required no anesthesia, and postoperative care was
limited to the application of a topical antibiotic
ointment.[2] Coagulation, retraction or shrinkage of the
lesion is the end point.

1.

The CW carbon dioxide (CO2) laser has proved to be
an effective treatment option.[3] Its use permits rapid,
minimally invasive surgical treatment, larger lesions
can be effectively treated, convalescence takes less
time, can treat difficult to access regions and in those
lesions which bleeds heavily, but the non-specific
coagulation may lead to scars.[4] The combined
continuous-wave/pulsed CO2 laser has been reported
to be effective for pyogenic granuloma, 98% of patients
responded within one session without recurrence.[4]
The laser was first used in continuous mode (power,
15 W; focused hand piece with variable spot size of
1.5−3.0 mm) and then in pulsed mode (pulse length,
0.6−0.9 ms; fluence, 500 mJ/pulse), with the same hand
piece.[4] CO2 laser is easy to use, yields low recurrence
rates, and is well tolerated by most patients.[4]

Venous lakes (VLs) are common benign venous
ectasias in the upper dermis. They are treated to
improve cosmesis and occasionally to prevent
bleeding. Numerous methods have been used, such as
cryotherapy, infrared coagulation, and various types of
lasers. They are variable in their success and all can be
complicated by scarring.[1]
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VENOUS LAKES

The long-pulsed Nd:YAG laser is effective treatment
for venous lakes of the lip and cheeks, 94% clearance
has been reported with single treatment with either
a 3-mm spot at 250 J/cm2 and 55 ms or a 5-mm spot
at 140−180 J/cm2 depending on the size of lesion.[2]
Clinical end points are characterized by hardening of
the lesion, central blackening, minimal whitening of
the periphery, and in most cases, an audible popping
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sound.[2] The PDL can be used to treat venous lakes with
multiple overlapping pulses.[3] The limited success
with PDL laser could be attributed to insufficient
thermal energy being generated to close all the blood
vessels permanently.[1]
Carbon dioxide laser is a good and safe method.
Resolution of lesions has been reported with single
session of treatment using a continuous and defocused
mode, a power density of 5 W/cm2, in the first pass,
and a continuous focused mode with the same power
density in the second pass.[4] Multi wavelength laser
(595 nm; 1064 nm) has been reported as safe, fast,
and effective option with the following parameters
595-nm pulsed-dye laser at 20 ms and 10 J/cm2,
followed by 1064-nm neodymium-doped yttrium
aluminum garnet laser at 20 ms and 70 J/cm2.[1]
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CHERRY ANGIOMA
Using a pulsed dye laser is the preferred method of
treatment for cherry angioma among lasers.[1] The
other laser systems that have been tried are Nd:YAG
and IPL.[1] However, it should be noted that cherry
angioma can be treated with simpler treatments such
as cryosurgery, and radiofrequency, which are cheaper
and easily available.
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LEG VEINS
Leg veins are difficult to treat by laser, the reasons
are: increased hydrostatic pressure on the lower
extremities, anatomy of lower extremity blood vessels
(leg veins have a thick surrounding adventitial tissue
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and increased basal lamina), occasional association
with venous disorders and reduced amount of
oxyhemoglobin.[1] To thermocoagulate the deeper
vessels of greater diameter, laser systems should be
able to deliver very high energy pulses through large
spot sizes to enhance scattering into dermis.
Lasers should be considered as an alternative to
sclerotherapy in patients with needle phobia, who
do not tolerate sclerotherapy, who fail to respond to
sclerotherapy, who had developed adverse effects from
sclerotherapy, and who are prone to telangiectatic
matting.[1]
Lasers enable treatment of the following:[1]
• Spider veins: 0.2−2 mm red and blue vascular
ectasias, often associated with large reticular veins.
• Reticular veins: non-bulging subcutaneous veins
ranging up to 5 mm in diameter.
• Telangiectasias: 0.2–1 mm, residing about 300 µm
below the skin surface, from dark blue to bright
red.
Nd:YAG laser systems are the lasers of choice for
leg vein treatment.[1] The 3 and 5 mm spot sizes are
suitable for superficial lesions such as telangiectasias,
5 or 7 mm spot sizes are needed for thicker or deeper
veins.[1] Pulse durations should be selected according
to the estimated vessel size of each lesion; 0.3−5 ms
for thin, 10−25 ms for medium, and 25−55 ms for
thick vessels.[1] Spider veins, reticular veins and leg
telangiectasia require longer pulse widths of 20–50
ms or longer, since the vessels are larger (0.1–5 mm)
than vessels comprising port wine stains.[2] Variable
fluences (from 14 to 195 J/cm2) are used. Nd:YAG lasers
used with 50 ms pulses are effective in the treatment
of reticular leg veins measuring 1−3 mm in diameter.[3]
Overlapping of the treated area is not necessary and the
pulses can be spaced 1 mm apart. Treatment with longpulsed 1064-nm lasers is painful; therefore, cooling
and either topical anesthesia or local anesthesia are
necessary. In the direct-contact method, minimal
pressure is placed against the skin. In some cases in
which a larger reticular vein is targeted for 1064-nm
laser, slight pressure may be used to minimize the total
diameter of the vein to allow greater penetration and
less total heat accumulation by reducing target size.
This also may make the treatment slightly less painful.
Long-pulsed PDLs have been shown to clear vessels
with diameters less than 0.5 mm completely. For
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vessels 0.5–1 mm, improvement, but not clearance,
is achieved.[2] For leg vein treatment, the 1064 nm
wavelength is very safe for type V skin, the 810 nm
diode at super-long pulse widths of 400−1000 ms is
very safe for type IV and marginal for type V skin, and
the 755 nm alexandrite is limited to non-tanned type
I−III skin.[4] Leg veins of <1 mm diameter respond
better to IPL.[5]
The clinical end point is the darkening of the targeted
vessel and loss of vessel margins. Blanching of skin
should be avoided. Hyperpigmentation is common
even in light-skinned individuals; this usually
resolves with time.[2] A drawback to laser therapy and
sclerotherapy is that the usual underlying cause of
spider veins, incompetence of a large underlying vein,
is not treated. Subsequently, new spider veins continue
to form after treatment. Simultaneous treatment with
lasers of longer wavelengths and pulse durations for
larger veins in combination with lasers of shorter
wavelengths and pulse durations for the smaller veins
may provide comparable outcomes to treating patches
of heterogeneous vessels by sclerotherapy.[1]
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COMPLICATIONS OF LASER TREATMENT FOR VASCULAR
LESIONS
1. Pain: Pain is frequent and may be a marker for the
subsequent adverse effect. Pain can be reduced with
appropriate anesthetic techniques as mentioned
earlier.
2. Edema: Some amount of erythema and edema
is expected at and around the treated site
immediately. Periorbital and neck are more prone
for edema. Usually the edema subsides by 5−7
days. Appropriate cooling during the procedure
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and after the treatment reduces the edema.
3. Bleeding: Bleeding occurs due to inappropriate
parameters (high fluence and short pulse duration).
Proper parameter selection reduces the incidence
of bleeding.
4. Purpura: Purpura is seen immediately after the
treatment and usually fades by 7−10 days. No
specific treatment is required.
5. Blistering and discoloration are seen rarely. They
are usually caused by over treatment. Starting
with a test patch, appropriate parameter selection
and proper cooling reduces blistering. Postinflammatory hypo/hyper pigmentation may result
following blistering. Hyperpigmentation is seen
more commonly in darker skin types. It usually
fades in 3−6 months time. Topical bleaching creams
such as hydroquinone speed up the recovery
time. Hydroquinone topical application 2 weeks
prior to the laser session reduces the incidence
of hyperpigmentation. Hypopigmentation usually
gets corrected in 3−6 months time.
6. Skin texture changes are caused by over treatment
(due to excessive fluences or pulse stacking)
7. Scarring: Usually due to over treatment or
following disruption of skin surface. Following the
pre- and post-laser treatment care strictly reduces
the chance of scarring.
8. Reactivation of herpes: Prophylactic oral virostatic
therapy is recommended for patients with history
of herpes, particularly while treating lesions on
face.
9. Infection: Infection is uncommon; edema, erythema,
pain, oozing, crusting and fever indicates infection.
Topical and systemic antibiotics should be used.
10. Nonresponders: some lesions do not respond despite
the adequate treatment. This possibility should be
informed to patients prior to treatment and proper
pretreatment counseling is recommended in all
cases.
PRELASER TREATMENT CARE
1. Detailed pretreatment education should be done to
the patients with information sheets and brochures.
2. Informed consent is a must in all cases (see
Appendix 1).
3. Photography, preoperatively at each session is
required in all case.
4. Patients medical history should be analyzed for any
contraindications for laser treatment.
5. Topical bleaching creams for dark skinned
individuals at least 2 weeks prior to the laser
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treatment.
6. A broad-spectrum sunscreen at least 4 weeks prior
to the treatment session.
7. Test treatment on a representative area may be
performed
8. Adequate eye protection goggles are necessary for
all persons in the laser room.
9. For treating lesions on the eye lids, corneal shields
are a must to protect the eye.
10. Patients data should be recorded in a separate
log which includes, fluence used, site of lesion,
wavelength used, total number of pulses and any
untoward response during the treatment.
POSTLASER TREATMENT CARE
1. Adequate cooling post laser treatment with ice
packs on larger areas.
2. Patients should be asked to sleep with extra
pillow to encourage the gravitational removal of
inflammatory fluid, for treating lesions around the
eye.
3. Patients should be instructed to use a broadspectrum sunscreen post laser treatment.
4. Patients should be instructed not to pick or scratch
the treated sites.
5. Topical antibiotics in a cream or ointment base are
prescribed for the treated site to prevent infection.
6. Patient is advised to use mild non-irritating soaps
on the treated site.
7. Mild cosmetics may be used after laser, except in
cases of blistering.
8. Patients should avoid swimming and contact sports
during healing time.
SUMMARY
There are a variety of options available for treating
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vascular lesions. Different laser systems are used,
often at different fluences, pulse widths and spot
sizes, to treat the same vascular lesions. The physician
should choose the proper treatment parameters for
each laser system, vascular lesion and body location.
In view of the variabilities in the laser specifications
and individual responses, a test treatment on a small,
but representative site is recommended. The treatment
protocol must be based individually on each patient’s
clinical examination, skin type, history and tissue
response. The final judgment lies in the hands of the
physician [Table 6].

Table 6: Summary of recommendations for use of lasers for
vascular lesions
Indication

Laser

Remark

PWS

PDL,
Nd:YAG,
IPL

PDL is the treatment of choice. Deeper
lesions do not respond well with PDL.
Nd:YAG and IPL are better suited for
deeper lesions.

Hemangioma PDL,
Nd:YAG,
IPL

Laser should be tried only in selected
cases. For deeper lesions Nd:YAG and
IPL can be tried.

Facial
PDL, IPL
telangiectasia

Purpura is common with PDL. IPL is a
safer alternative

Rosacea

PDL, IPL

Long pulse PDL is the treatment of
choice among laser. IPL is a safer
alternative.

Spider
angioma

PDL, IPL

IPL has less cosmetically relevant side
effects.

Poikiloderma
of civette

PDL, IPL

Use of laser should be done with
caution, due to high incidence of
adverse effects.

Pyogenic
granuloma

CO2, PDL Multiple sittings are required for PDL

Venous lake

Nd:YAG,
PDL

Nd:YAG shows better results than PDL.

Cherry
angioma

PDL,
Nd:YAG,

Laser should not be the first line of
treatment

Leg veins

Nd:YAG,
PDL

Nd:YAG shows better results than PDL
due to the deeper location of vessels
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Appendix 1: Consent form for treatment of vascular lesions by lasers

I, ______________________________________________authorize Dr. ------------------------., or his assigned representative _____________
_____________________________ to perform Vascular Laser therapy on me.
My lesions(s) being treated are called _________________________________________________________________________________
__ The Laser is a device that produces an intense but gentle burst of laser light that treats the abnormal blood vessels seen in spider
veins or other cutaneous vascular lesions without harming the surrounding tissue. The laser to be used on me is _____________ LASER.
To protect my eyes from the intense light, I will have my eyes covered with an opaque material or wear laser protective glasses. Other
methods of treating facial or lower extremity cutaneous vascular lesions, or facial wrinkles, have been discussed with me.
I have been informed that scarring, hypopigmentation and hyperpigmentation are possible risks and complications of this procedure.
Depending on the size and color of the lesion being treated, complete clearing may not be possible or require multiple treatments for the
best results. The average number of treatments required for cutaneous vascular lesions is 3 to 5. However, I understand that this number
is variable.
Anesthesia is usually not necessary. However, different options for anesthesia have been discussed with me. If Dr. ------------------------- or I
elect to use a form of anesthesia, I give consent for the same.
I consent to the taking of photographs during the course of my laser therapy for the purpose of documentation and postoperative
assessment.
I understand that immediately following the laser treatment, the area may appear as a red or bruised discoloration and slightly swollen. I
understand any discoloration may last up to 14 days and swelling for a few hours, up to several days. Improper care of the treated area
while the discoloration is present may increase the chance of scarring, skin textural changes or pigment changes to the treated area.
I have read and understood all information presented to me before signing this consent.
Patient Signature_________________________
Date ___________________________________
Witness ________________________________
Time _____________ AM / PM _____________

DISCLAIMER
The contents/recommendations of all articles prepared by IADVL Taskforce on dermatosurgery are recommendatory only, and
are not absolute or binding on members. The principles outlined in the IADVL Taskforce articles/recommendations are of
general nature, based on current evidence and as in any aesthetic treatment or surgery, individual variations may occur from
patient to patient, and hence, appropriate modifications may be needed depending on the needs of the given patient, as per
the discretion of the physician and as per emerging evidence in future. Each patient has to be treated on his/her merit and
the ultimate judgment regarding the choice of a procedure should be made by the physician, keeping in view the individual
patient and training and experience of the treating physician. As in the correct and ethical practice of any surgical procedure,
the physician must exercise his judgment in light of all the circumstances of the individual patient.
These guidelines/articles have been prepared with the sole purpose of establishing minimum standards of care, and as a
service to the members of IADVL; Neither the taskforce members nor IADVL will be held responsible either directly or
indirectly for any legal claims.

ABOUT IADVL DERMATOSURGERY TASKFORCE
The taskforce was constituted as per the resolution of Annual General body meeting of IADVL members. The taskforce 2009
consisted of the following members:
Dr. S Sacchidanand (IADVL President, 2008 and Chairman), Venkataram Mysore (Convenor), VK Sharma (IADVL President
2009), Hema Jerajani (IADVL President 2010), Rajeev Sharma (IADVL Secretary 2008-2010), Narendra Patwardhan,
Rashmi Sarkar, Niti Khunger, DS Krupashankar, Somesh Gupta, CR Srinivas, Mukta Sachadeva (members)
The taskforce has adopted the following evidence levels for use in the guidelines
Level A- Strong research-based evidence. Multiple relevant, high-quality scientific studies with homogeneous results (blinded
controlled studies).
Level B- Moderate research-based evidence. At least one relevant, high-quality study or multiple adequate studies.
Level C- Limited research-based evidence. At least one adequate scientific study/case report.
Level D- No research-based evidence. Expert panel evaluation of other information.
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